2003 ford super duty diesel

Indeed, some newer models have had reliability issues , but older ones seem to have been built
tougher. The Ford F and F, in particular, handled their daily jobs without too many underlying
problems. And how well could the model hold up today? The Ford F Super Duty was a
heavy-duty pickup that could haul 12, pounds with the right equipment. But to handle that kind
of weight, Ford had to put heavy-hitting engines under the hood. The F had four motors to
choose from, each providing an ample amount of power. According to Edmunds. They also
offered a couple of diesel options. You could get a 7. As for standard equipment, the F Super
Duty sported four-wheel disc brakes with ABS, power-adjustable pedals, fold-down armrests,
and a utility storage bin. Ford offered tons of options to add to your purchase. They included an
electronic four-wheel drive you could shift as needed, telescoping mirrors for trailering, and a
suspension package. The F also boasted a roomy cabin with large comfortable seats that could
hold five to six passengers as long as you chose the super cab or crew cab body style. A post
shared by Ford Motor Company ford. Though late-model Ford trucks have some reliable
engines , none seems to come close to some older ones. The key piece of this puzzle would be
the 7. MT goes on to explain that this powerhouse motor easily handles tasks on campgrounds
and job sites as well as daily driving routes. You can pretty much bet that with this motor, your
F or F would be around, hauling your stuff, for many years. Edmunds shows 64 reviews from
Ford F owners, and overall it received 4. Some of these reviews are even from owners who
purchased their pickups used. One reviewer bought theirs almost 10 years after it rolled off the
production line. Despite the rugged appearance, the F had , miles on it, and the motor was
reportedly still going strong at the time of the review. Another owner bought a brand-new one in
with the 7. They wrote their review about 10 years later, with the truck still in their possession
and still working. At the time they wrote about their experience, the pickup had about , miles on
it. And if you found a Ford F or F with the right components and took good care of it, you could
have a long-lasting truck. It might even surpass the ,mile mark. View this post on Instagram.
Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. In very good condition, lots of new mechanical upgrades. Call for details! Shipping
available! We ship to you! Some items and parts may not be available from the original
specifications on used vehicles. Manuals, 2nd keys, remotes, headsets and other items are not
guaranteed unless stated or shown in photos. Each vehicle undergoes a full multi-point
inspection through our service department. Oil changes, brakes, tires We receive inventory
daily so check our website often. Owned and operated by the Izzo family for over 80 years in
Buffalo, NY. Trade-ins always welcome! We also buy cars for cash and have a no hassle
consignment program where we do all the work! Financing and affordable extended service
plans available. Whether it's a daily driver or a rare exotic, we search dealer exclusive sources
to find all types of quality vehicles. As always, if it's not in stock, we will locate one for you. Go
to Some vehicles are offered as demos to our sales staff. Buyers MUST call before purchase to
check availability and verify mileage. Nearly all vehicles listed on OVE are listed for retail sale
on our lot. Full listings and photos at sascars. Drive Wheel Configuration: four wheel drive.
Please visit our website at selectmotorswichita. Stop on in and find out how truly easy it is to
Save with Select. Power Stroke 6. Drive Wheel Configuration: rear wheel drive. Ford of Chapel
Hills We go out of our way to provide top quality pre-owned cars, trucks, and SUV's to
customers with ALL credit situations. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine
configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to
purchase. Offer is valid through Black exterior and Medium Flint interior, Lariat trim. Just
minutes away! Bring us your deal and we will beat it! We will pay the most for your trade -- And
help you with easy financing and easy terms -- visit us today. We will also buy your car or truck
even if you don't buy from us -- easy no hassle. Why should you choose an Auto Ranch
Dealership? We provide a totally hassle-free purchase experience that's completely transparent,
with no games or gimmicks. Our pre-discounted guaranteed Best Prices are posted on every
vehicle and on the Internet, so everyone gets a great deal! Smart shoppers find our prices are
better than any other retailer around. In fact, each month, people come from all around the
Western United States to make their car or truck purchase at the Auto Ranch. That's how we've
grown to be among the largest local dealer groups in the area. We are proud to announce a
brand new location in Fruitland, Idaho. Or see all of our stores at This truck is riding on a 12
inch suspension lift and not a cheap one. Options include: upgraded track bar, oversize system
crossover steering, reservoir fox shocks, dual fronts with hoop and even reservoir steering
stabilizers, two piece fuel 22 x 14 wheels on 40 inch brand new Toyota MT tires. This truck has
upgraded headlights, superduty grille, towing mirrors, tinted windows, vent visors, tow
package, bedliner, power folding steps, age computer monitor, aftermarket stereo and much
more. This truck does have some miles but has been bulletproof with lots of upgrades recent
service history and maintenance one big beast of a truck. Previous owner used it as a toy very

very rare occasion for driving but loved his monster truck. Between business and children he
was just not using it and it was only sitting. A whole lot of truck for the money with these
upgrades. For financing assistance with multiple credit unions and lenders in state and out of
state apply at Please realize some vehicles may not qualify with all banks and all out of state
situations; feel free to call ahead to verify. We will be more than happy to work with your bank
or credit union of choice. We can provide bill of sale, copy of title, etc. Financing rates as low as
2. We also accept cash deals. We assist with and transport to all 50 states even outside the
country and will be happy to help with this process. Also view our website Recent Arrival!
Odometer is miles below market average! Full tank of gas with every purchase 3. We have gone
to great lengths to source vehicles that have the right equipment, the latest trends in
technology, and are of the most popular among their peer competition. We also have run the
most complete background check in an effort to add peace of mind that the prior owners are
passing on a car well loved. Cars That Found Us:This vehicle came to us in the form of a
trade-in on one of our hand selected vehicles. We have kept this car for our inventory as it
represents a good value and has great potential to be enjoyed for years to come. While the
background checks might show previous repairs or a history that is less than perfect, they still
have potential for enjoyment by you at a lower cost than our premium, late model, low mileage
inventory. Depending on the age of the vehicle, normal wear and tear should be anticipated.
Prices are subject to change without notice. All finance offers are O. D On Approved Deposit.
Our payment calculator tool is based on Tier 1 Credit and provides estimated monthly payments
only. Actual payments may differ from those shown. It runs excellent and has many miles left.
Give us a call for more info. We look forward to working with you! Don''''t take our word for it.
Browse through the hundreds of options that we have in our online inventory right now. When
you want a used car, truck, or SUV, make Lakeside Auto Brokers your first stop and we may just
be your last stop! With three locations, we are sure to be near you. We can also serve all the
surrounding areas, and with our unique selection of vehicles, we attract customers from all
around. You can browse through everything that we have to offer online, or come to see one of
our locations in person today. Either way, we know that you will be impressed with everything
we can do! Make short drive to Ripley MS and save big on your next vehicle purchase! These
vehicles have not been checked out or serviced at our facility. They are in the same condition
just as they were traded in or sold to us. Most of our As-Is Cash Only vehicles are in good
overall condition but because of age and mileage may have some mechanical or cosmetic
issues such as warning lights, body damage, drivetrain issues, etc. Don't miss out, our As-Is
Cash Only vehicles sell quickly! A free Carfax History Report is provided on every vehicle we
stock. Closed Sunday. Closed Monday. Our incredible selection, our low overhead and low
prices simply cannot be matched. Teamed with our friendly small town service you'll see why
Holzhauer Auto Group is one of the Midwest's largest and fastest growing dealerships. We dont
just compete. We blow the competition away with selection, service and price. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 1, Manual 7.
Cylinders 10 cylinders 1 8 cylinders 1, Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops.
Recently added listings. Lemon history. No accidents. Price Drop. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18
out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Love my truck! She is a little ugly from the previous
owner but the engine purrs like new, the interior is still in great shape and there is virtually no
rust on the body! I have fallen in love with Ford trucks. Simply awesome and easy to fix! Sign
Up. The Ford is a fine choice, but the newer Dodge and General Motors heavy-duty trucks
should also be considered. Introduction: Commercial use is one of the fastest-growing
segments in the expanding truck market. If you're a Ford kind of guy or gal with big loads to
haul or tow, the F Super Duty pickup will handle up to 8, pounds GVWR or a 14,pound
fifth-wheel trailer. The Super Duty trucks, introduced in , are built on a separate platform from
the smaller F Bigger, stronger and more robust, they are meant to perform feats of which the F
isn't capable. However, the Super Duty isn't for everyone. SuperCab models have small
rear-opening doors, while the Crew Cab has four full-size swing-out doors. A plethora of
optional equipment is available, including electronic shift-on-the-fly four-wheel drive, a
heavy-duty suspension package and telescoping trailer-towing mirrors. Powertrains and
Performance: The Super Duty trucks are built on a separate platform from the smaller F To
provide the necessary grunt, Ford offers four different engines. The gasoline engines are a 5.
The V8 generates horsepower and pound-feet of torque. The V10 generates hp and lb-ft of
torque. All of these engines can be equipped with an optional automatic transmission. A more
powerful and efficient 6. It's mated to a new five-speed automatic transmission that features
higher first- and second-gear ratios to launch a truck loaded with cargo more quickly and

smoothly. The F can tow up to 12, pounds of conventional trailer when properly equipped.
Safety: Four-wheel disc brakes with ABS are standard. The Super Duty also offers
power-adjustable pedals. Interior Design and Special Features: Inside, the roomy cabs have
large, comfortable seats and generous seat-track travel. Five or six adults can ride inside with
little problem as long as you choose the SuperCab or Crew Cab body. In addition, there are
many interior convenience features designed for today's business owners. For example, a
fold-down armrest and utility bin are designed to house a portable fax machine or laptop
computer. For owners who don't want to skimp on luxury, leather seating is available on Lariat
models. Driving Impressions: Given their size, the F Super Duty trucks maintain a confident onand off-road feel. They feature modern power steering systems and suspension components to
improve vehicle ride, handling, responsiveness and maneuverability. Just don't mistake them
for cars. The Super Duty is a true truck and rides harshly when not towing or hauling loads.
Parking a Super Duty ranges from tedious a mall parking lot to impossible some home garages
and underground parking lots. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Ford F Super Duty. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Noisy drivetrains, poor gas mileage, large size, stiff ride when
unloaded. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. The model year sees a new FX4 Off-Road Package with skid plates, Rancho
front and rear shocks, a steering damper and decals. The regular off-road package is no longer
available, but a skid plate package can still be had on all 4WD trucks. Ford has also upgraded
seat material quality, and installed a tailgate lock on this trim level. Late-availability additions
include an optional power moonroof for Crew Cabs and optional heated telescoping trailer tow
mirrors with integrated turn signals. A King Ranch version of the Crew Cab will also appear later
in the year. Finally, the torque rating for the 7. By mid-year, expect an even more-powerful 6.
Read more. Write a review See all 64 reviews. Love my truck! She is a little ugly from the
previous owner but the engine purrs like new, the interior is still in great shape and there is
virtually no rust on the body! I have fallen in love with Ford trucks. Simply awesome and easy to
fix! Best heavy duty truck you can get. We got one of the last 7. We bought the truck new, and
we now have , miles on it. We have had zero powertrain issues, and the only electrical issues we
have had were with the alternator failing once , the ABS module failing again, once , and a
shift-on-the-fly 4WD issue only once. This truck has plenty of power to do anything. I have
pulled people out of ditches and up hills in the snow with this truck. Just lock the diffs and go.
We have hauled our truck camper and towed our boat at the same time, and the truck handles it
just fine. Read less. I bought the truck used back in ' The previous owner must have had the
engine injectors and turbo changed a common problem with the first 6. Now that its getting
older, and has , miles, I am still pulling horse trailers, and loving the power. I couldn't be happier
with the truck, and will probably hold onto it for another 3 years, then give it to my daughter as
her first vehicle she can pull her own horse trailer then! Also, due to the aluminum block, the
spark plugs have a reported habit of either falling into the cylinders or shooting out. This engine
is crap and expensive to repair. Write a review. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average
Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the F Super Duty. Sign Up. A majority of all
used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt
and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable

sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

